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High School DxD
A new kind of momcom roleplaying adventure! What would you do if you got transported into a video gamewith your mom?? That's the
dilemma facing high schooler Masato Oosuki, who has been unwittingly thrown into an RPG world with his doting mother close behind as part
of a secret government scheme. As an avid gamer, Masato is eager to show off his skillsbut that's hard to do when your mom is an insanely
overpowered, dual-wielding, multi-target specialist!

Classroom of the Elite (Light Novel) Vol. 7
ONE BIG FAT LIE AND A FEW TWISTED TRUTHS Even in his past life, Cid's dream wasn't to become a protagonist or a final boss. He'd
rather lie low as a minor character until it's prime time to reveal he's a mastermindor at least, do the next best thing-pretend to be one! And
now that he's been reborn into another world, he's ready to set the perfect conditions to live out his dreams to the fullest. Armed with his
overactive imagination, Cid jokingly recruits members to his organization and makes up a whole backstory about an evil cult that they need to
take down. Well, as luck would have it, these imaginary adversaries turn out to be the real deal-and everyone knows the truth but him!

High School Prodigies Have It Easy Even in Another World!, Vol. 1 (manga)
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After spreading the word of their religion and garnering support from the people, the high school prodigies prepare to head into war with the
Empire at the close of winter. However, Duke Gustav throws a wrench-or rather, a spear-into their plans when he suddenly launches "Rage
Soleil"! Barreling toward the Findolph domain, the magical weapon's furious flames threaten to burn the region to a crisp. Will Gustav have
his way and exterminate those who stand against the Emperor? Not if the prodigies have anything to say about it!

Goblin Slayer, Vol. 2 (light novel)
"Hold me, Issei." Are you serious, President?! Issei Hyoudou, recently brought back to life as a devil, works hard every day in pursuit of his
ultimate goal--to become the "Harem King"! Meanwhile, a handsome aristocrat, Riser Phoenix, makes his entrance, claiming to be engaged
to President Rias Her reaction, though, is a surprise to all!

High School DxD
"I wanna do dirty things with the President!" Issei wildly pitches this explosive straight ball at an all-important conference! Archangels, devil
kings, and fallen angels come together at the "Three-Way Deadlock Conference," but a mysterious power crashes the party to attack the
peace-seekers! And when a dastardly bunch of villains sets its sights on Gaspard's unique powers, Issei gives them a taste of his raging fists,
all to protect his dear kouhai!

High School Prodigies Have It Easy Even in Another World!, Vol. 4 (manga)
Seven Japanese high school prodigies have taken the world by storm, exercising their mind-blowing abilities in everything from politics to
entertainment. But when their plane crashes one day, these geniuses awaken to find themselves in a different realm-one that's home to
magic and beast folk! While such strange new surroundings might throw an average person for a loop, these prodigies take their situation in
strideand then some! With the greatest minds and talents known to Earth, this dream team is about to turn the other world on its head!

High School DxD
Spring has arrived, and Goblin Slayer's party is on the job guarding a vineyard as part of a goblin hunt. This vineyard happens to belong to
the Temple of the Earth Mother where Priestess was raised, and one of the nuns most dear to her has become the subject of a disturbing
rumor involving goblins Priestess is anguished by the cruel whispers, and a hesitant Goblin Slayer comes to a decision-one that may involve
shady characters who operate under cover of darkness!

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Fantasy Anime and Manga
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Issei's on a rampage?! "President Rias's virginity is gonna be mine!!" President Rias, the beautiful young devil, is betting her engagement on
the outcome of a "rating game," and Issei's joining the fight. But does he even stand a chance against Riser's harem of devil girls?!

High School DxD
Will the hole in the wall that Kiyoshi and Gackt have been digging to aid in their prison break lead to a hole in Kiyoshi's heart instead?! The
daring duo was prepared to risk it all to make Kiyoshi's sumo dream date with Chiyo a reality, but when more obstacles come into play, their
hopes turn to despair. But nothing can deter a hormonal teenage boy! More desperate than ever, the two put everything they have into the
planwith Gackt sacrificing something precious!

Suppose a Kid from the Last Dungeon Boonies Moved to a Starter Town
"I wanna do dirty things with the President!" Issei wildly pitches this explosive straight ball at an all-important conference! Archangels, devil
kings, and fallen angels come together at the "Three-Way Deadlock Conference," but a mysterious power crashes the party to attack the
peace-seekers! And when a dastardly bunch of villains sets its sights on Gaspard's unique powers, Issei gives them a taste of his raging fists,
all to protect his dear kouhai!

High School DxD, Vol. 7
MY RETAINERS ARE MY STRENGTH Beset by an unprecedented wave of monsters, the group of small to medium-sized countries known
as the Union of Eastern Nations is in dire straights. Requested to send reinforcements to their aid, Souma dispatches troops to the Kingdom
of Lastania—where Julius, former crown prince of the Principality of Amidonia, is currently holding the monsters at bay. And so it comes to be
that Souma, standing shoulder-to-shoulder with an old foe, must depend on his retainers’ strength to save Lastania!

A Terrified Teacher at Ghoul School!
Right after their battle with Eshantel, Al got word of two unexpected visitors. The first is none other than Luna: his old friend, and first love.
Their happy reunion is met with some not so happy glares from the other Divas and would-be brides. His second visitor, however, is a much
less pleasant surprise. As Ranbolg, the second in line for the Freiyan throne enters Althos' throne room a suffocating pressure envelopes the
group. That pressure only grows as his goal becomes apparent: "Sharon. Come back to Freiya and marry me." Now it's up to Sharon to
choose her fate
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True Tenchi Muyo! (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Combining action and comedy with the supernatural genre, The Testament of Sister New Devil is a high octane romp about a high school boy
and his two succubi step-sisters. ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE! Basara Toujou is hesitant about his father’s sudden decision to remarry, and
yet can’t deny it comes with a couple perks–two adorable little sisters. But Basara’s new family isn’t all it appears to be, and when his father
leaves on an abrupt business trip, Basara learns that one of his new little sisters, Mio, is actually heir aparent to the Demon Lord, while the
other sister, Maria, is Mio’s succubus attendant. Realizing that his sisters are running for their lives from demons, Basara offers to help in any
way he can, but ends up getting more than he bargained for in a magical pact with Mio. Surviving demonic attacks is one thing, but can the
pair endure the pact’s unique, lustful “side effects”?

High School DxD
'"Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School are given remarkable freedom--if they can win, barter, or
save enough points to work their way up the ranks! Ayanokoji Kiyotaka has landed at the bottom in the scorned Class D, where he meets
Horikita Suzune, who''s determined to rise up the ladder to Class A. Can they beat the system in a school where cutthroat competition is the
name of the game? "'

High School DxD, Vol. 3 (light Novel)
FROM THE AUTHOR OF NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING TORADORA! COMES AN ALL NEW ROM-COM MANGA SERIES! College
freshman Tada Banri is looking forward to a new life and a clean slate—which shouldn’t be too hard for a guy who fell off a bridge and lost his
memories of the past eighteen years. Upon enrolling in an elite Tokyo law school, this new direction in Banri’s life stops short when he
happens across a person from his past during the school’s opening ceremony. Her name is Kaga Kouko, a freshman student who slaps
Banri across the face with a bouquet of roses. Just who is this intimidating beauty and what does she want with Banri?

Golden Time
The Irregular at Magic High School, Vol. 15 (light novel)
One day, first-class Grim Reaper Lisara, for her own reasons, secretly enters the human world. After searching in vain for her target, Lisara is
completely exhausted. That's when Ryosuke Kaga approaches her. To help Lisara out, he leads her out of the rain and to his cozy home,
where he tells her, "I will do anything to help you." When Lisara hears that, she suddenly embraces Ryosuke and?!
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High School DxD
AN AWESOME POWER IS UNLEASHEDWITH THE HELP OF THE PRESIDENT'S CHEST?! Now that training is done and Rias's peerage
is back together again, it's time to party! With just one day before the big game, tensions are running high, and things only get worse when
some party crashers arrive! Issei is eager to show off the results of his training, but he still can't activate his Balance Breakeror can he?
Looking at Rias, his eyes drift downward, and he realizes what he must doIs there room in Minato's harem for one more?

Death March to the Parallel World Rhapsody, Vol. 1 (manga)
Overlord, Vol. 2 (manga)
O, HERO! When Kazuya Souma is unexpectedly transported to another world, he knows the people expect a hero. But Souma's idea of
heroism is more practical than most--he wants to rebuild the flagging economy of the new land he's found himself in! Betrothed to the
princess and abruptly planted on the throne, this realist hero must gather talented people to help him get the country back on its feet--not
through war, or adventure, but with administrative reform!

High School DxD
Ainz, the undead overlord, is in dire need of better information about the world he's found himself in, and to get it, he travels to the city of ERantel. Disguised as a mere adventurer, he accepts a mission to venture deep into an eerie forest, but the swirling shadow of intrigue hides
the road ahead

How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom (Light Novel) Vol. 8
Suzuki is a programmer in the midst of a death march-crunch time, when coders live on caffeine and pull twenty-hour days. He just needs a
little napbut then he has a dream. A dream where he's in another world, with RPG powers right out of his game. A dream where he calls
down a great disaster. A dream that, suspiciously, just won't end

High School DxD
Summer's here, and before anyone knows it, the rating game between the Gremory and Sitri houses is scheduled to take place in the devil
realm! Issei and the gang jump right into some hellish training, but something's not right with Koneko-chan?
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No Game No Life, Vol. 3 (light novel)
Both unflinchingly funny and deeply heartfelt, MEDALLION STATUS is a hilarious, thoughtful examination of status, fame, and identity. It s
about the weird trauma that comes with success that feels unseemly to discuss (because who will sympathise with you?); about the addiction
to status that sometimes (always) follows success; and about the way we all deal with those moments in public and private life when we
realise we don t quite have it anymore.

Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 3
When unpopular high schooler Issei Hyoudou has a less than romantic encounter with his first-ever girlfriend, the consequences are fatal! As
he lies dying, who should come to his rescue but the prettiest girl in school, Rias Gremory! And the shocking truth she shares leaves Issei
reeling "You've been reborn a devil. Now you work for me!" Issei's uproarious life as a devil's minion begins here!

The Testament of Sister New Devil
Before Masaki Tenchi was born, before Ryoko was released--there was a galactic empire, and the man who would come to rule it all. Based
on the hit Tenchi Muyo! Ryo-Ohki OVA series, this canonical light novel trilogy explores the lore that shapes the past, present, and future of
the sprawling Tenchi Muyo! universe. Travel back in time to Jurai and follow a young Masaki Azusa (future father of Ayeka and Sasami) as
he fights deadly space pirates, navigates Juraian nobility to ascend the throne, and embarks on the greatest adventure of all--falling in love!

The Eminence in Shadow, Vol. 1 (light novel)
I'm gonna suck on the president's boobs! The fight over the holy swords heats up, and so do Issei's passions! As devils, fallen angels, and
agents of the church all vie for control of the stolen Excaliburs, devil sword user Kiba's hidden past comes to light! Friendship and hotblooded lust collide in this mix of school romcom and fantasy war games!!

Prison School
One of the gamer siblings has vanished! In the world of Disboard, everything is decided by games. And after rising to reign as the monarchs
of the remnants of Disboard's humans, gamer siblings Sora and Shiro have now wagered the fate of every human being alive on the outcome
of a game against the Eastern Union! But immediately after making this wager, Sora disappears, leaving only a cryptic message behind. " ",
the legendary two-in-one gamer, has been torn asunder! What is Sora thinking? What will Shiro do? What will become of humanity? And
what about the paradise of animal girls?! In the third volume of the bestselling alternate-world fantasy series, it's a risky showdown against
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the Werebeasts!

Battle Divas
I, Issei, have been getting used to living as a demon. Until Rias started acting strange, that is. Turns out she's engaged to some pretty-boy
demon named Riser Phenex. No way am I letting some other guy horn in on my territory. I'm the one who's going to have a harem full of
super-cute girls!

How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom (Light Novel)
Summer's here, and before anyone knows it, the rating game between the Gremory and Sitri houses is scheduled to take place in the devil
realm! Issei and the gang jump right into some hellish training, but something's not right with Koneko-chan?

The Irregular at Magic High School, Vol. 7 (light novel)
THE SCHEMER, REVEALED! The end of the second semester is near, and Ryuuen’s manhunt for Class D’s mastermind is only getting
more aggressive. When he and his goons decide to torture an answer out of Karuizawa, Ayanokouji decides it’s finally time to step
forward—if, that is, Karuizawa doesn’t break under the pressure first!

Classroom of the Elite (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Rookie teacher Haruaki Abe is as cowardly as they come. It's hard enough for him to handle human students without whimpering-and now
he's going to be teaching at a school full of monsters?! It's a classroom of horrors for Haruaki, as his mischievous students use every means
at their disposal to prank him! Will this poor teacher be able to get his group of ghouls under control, or is this class destined for failure?

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Light Novels
Only a scant few weeks remain before the Thesis Competition, which becomes the perfect excuse for Tatsuya and Miyuki to scour Kyoto for
the fugitive Gongjin Zhou. Together with Minoru Kudou, a Kyoto local, they comb the ancient city's streets in what appears to be a fruitless
search. Even though the clock is ticking, all their leads seem to go nowhere-until Tatsuya gets word that Mayumi's bodyguard has turned up
dead by the Katsura River. With new clues and new allies kicking the manhunt into high gear, the party quickly closes in on their quarry's
hideout, unaware of what lies in wait for them once they finally catch up
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Goblin Slayer, Vol. 10 (light novel)
Tohru the dragon has gotten very comfortable in her role as Miss Kobayashi's maid. But when Elma--the new dragon in town-- enters the
picture, Tohru's jealousy overflows! Box lunch battles and noisy neighbours are nothing Tohru can't handle when the affections of her dear
Miss Kobayashi are on the line!

High School DxD
It's time for the National Thesis Competition to take place in Yokohama but what was supposed to be a grand event for the participating
students has been turned into a battlefield. A mysterious band of armed magicians and mechanized weapons have stormed in and it may be
up to Tatsuya and the others to get everyone home safely!

This Dog Barking: The Strange Story of U.G. Krishnamurti
This Dog Barking chronicles the story of U.G. Krishnamurti, the Cosmic Naxalite, from his troubled childhood to his disillusionment with many
of the leading spiritual teachers of the twentieth century and his catastrophic personal life. In 1967, UG underwent a series of biological
mutations that left him in the 'natural state' - functioning without the interference of thought. With no fixed address, no followers and no
organization, UG spent the next thirty years travelling the world with an uncompromising message: that 'mind is a myth' and the human
condition should be demystified and de-psychologized and viewed in purely physiological terms. Candid and clear-eyed, this is a profoundly
thought-provoking biography of one of the most radical philosophers of our age.

Do You Love Your Mom and Her Two-Hit Multi-Target Attacks?, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Goblins are the weakest of the monsters, with only numbers in their favor. No warrior would dedicate himself to their eradication--except for
Goblin Slayer. As his reputation spreads, a quest comes from none other than the Supreme God's own archbishop--Sword Maiden, the Goldranked adventurer renowned for defeating a Demon Lord. The former hero brings a report of goblins beneath the flourishing, peaceful water
town, followed by a plea for Goblin Slayer and his companions to investigate, since no one else will. Searching the catacombs beneath the
town, though, the party discovers that the trouble runs far deeper than any of them realized. How are all these goblins entering the city? And
why is Sword Maiden so desperate?

Medallion Status
A conference between devils, angels, and fallen angels?! Kuou Private Academy will never be the same!! Devil King Sirzechs pays a visit to
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the Hyoudou household, and he's got some astonishing info for Issei and the gang! Later, the beautiful swordswoman Xenovia too has a
shock in store for Issei when she asks him a question that's been on her mind: "Will you have a child with me?"Can she be serious?!

So, I Can't Play H
The fateful rating game has finally begun! Rias and her team may be hot stuff, but they find themselves struggling against Team Sohna and
its members, who are putting their very lives on the line! When things look desperate, Issei's strongest-ever technique explodes forth! And it's
coming for Team Sohna'sboobs?!

High School DxD, Vol. 1
"Having at long last successfully enrolled at the Military Academy, young Lloyd is enjoying student life! When the Azami Kingdom hosts a
sorcery tournament, Lloyd agrees to join in and starts training his magic! As mages from across the continent gather, among them is
someone who has quite a bit of history with Riho, the One-Armed Mercenary"--Amazon.
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